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Our team is here to support you or your organisation 
with leading energy solutions. At Chelion, we work with 
residential, commercial, industrial & utility clients
and offer a comprehensive suite of services to assist you 
in making the switch to sustainable energy. 

info@chelion.com.au
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Easy Smart Investable

Easy Installation
Integrates power distribution and cable connection

Easy O&M 
Inverter and battery can be seperated

Easy Capacity Expansion
Inbuilt DC/DC in each battery module

Smart Energy Management
Built-in EMS function

Automatic Back-up Switch
< 10 ms

Intelligent Monitoring
Real-time Cloud and App

Reliable Power Protection 
Inbuilt UPS

More Flexible Application 
DC/AC coupled and Off-grid 

Long life 
10 Year Warranty

iHome Residential Energy System Benefits



Working Modes

Realising the maximum self-consumption
of solar energy.

Self-consumption mode

Realising the maximum energy utilisation
rate and users' income with flexible
electricity consumption strategies
at different times. 

Time of use mode

Profit through programable charging
and discharging time according price difference
between peak and off-peak time

Energy scheduling mode

Operating in a complete off-grid mode
when no grid power is available

Off-grid mode

Remoting inverter control, realising full fleet
control and operation(such as VPP)

External control mode

Providing blackout protection as
an energy back-up unit.

Back-up mode 





iHome-B5-HD01-03 Series  
Battery with DC/DC Converter
Chelion's iHome-B5-HD Series is a top-class lithium-ion battery 
module. There is a built-in DC/DC converter in the module that is 
optimised to perform most safely. The DC/DC converter facilitates 
module maintenance and battery replacement. It is flexible
to add new batteries in the future without causing the "Buckets 
effect" and it is able to make the most of battery capacity.

Built-in DC/DC More available capacity in the life
cycle

Flexible expansion
Excellent safety and optimisation
performance

Technical Data



Chelion Residential EMS  
Chelion's Residential EMS is an all-round intelligent system designed 
to monitor variables and meet electric or financial
consumption goals. A tailored power plan will automatically 
optimise system performance to meet user-defined targets
and distribute system resources appropriately. The EMS also 
continuously collects big data, such as weather and grid rates,
  to improve accuracy. The Residential EMS's abundance of features 
and use of local and big data makes it a powerful and
reliable all-in-one system for energy needs in any household. 

User-defined energy goals and timeline 
periods can be set

Connects to a wide range of existing 
modules

Uses local and big data to optimise
performance

Will continuously adapt the energy profile 
to identify energy saving opportunities

Connects to a wide range of existing 
modules

Integrated management and diagnostic 
tools sustain


